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A Guide To:

Buying and fitting surface mounted door knockers

We manufacture eight differing styles of Door Knockers, which come in a multitude of finishes but there are two different types of
fixings used to attach the products to your door, ‘Bolt-through’ and ‘Surfaced Fixed’. The fitting instructions contained in this guide are
for the ‘Surfaced Fixed’ type of door knocker (please see our guides menu on the website for all the different instructions available).
Listed below are the various parts that come in our Ring Door Knocker Set with all surface fixed knockers coming with the same parts.
See over for full fitting instructions but bear in mind that a certain amount of care would be needed to fit one although carpentry skills
are not necessary, just a pencil, a drill, drill bits and a hammer.

Ring Door Knocker
Ring Door Knocker
33658 - Pewter Patina Finish

Slotted Screws x4

Strike Pin

Disclaimer: These fitting instructions are designed as a guide only and no responsibility can be taken by From The Anvil or it’s stockists regarding
damage to your property or product. It is advised that you seek professional advice before attempting this process.
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A Guide To:

Fitting a surface fixed Door Knocker (Ring Knocker featured)

Step 1

Fitting a surface fixed Knocker
is a very simple job but some
care must be taken when
marking out and drilling to get
a good alignment on your door.
Start by deciding where on
your door the knocker is to be
fitted avoiding any mouldings,
windows or ironmongery and
remember not too far up on
the door to suit all heights.

Step 5
The next few steps are to affix
the strike plate.
Mark underneath the knocker,
where it is going to strike
against the door, lift the
knocker out of the way to
make it easier for you to put a
mark where a pilot hole needs
to be drilled.

Step 2

Use a pen or pencil to mark
out the four fixing holes of the
backplate making sure to hold
the product firmly in place so
that it doesn’t move.

Step 6
Drill a pilot hole using a 3mm
drill bit where you have placed
your mark. This helps when
fixing the strike plate.
If you do not drill a pilot hole
there may be a tendency for
the wood/composite door to
split on step seven.

Step 3

Remove the product and
using a 2mm drill bit make a
hole whilst taking care not to
scratch your door surface.
Repeat this process for the
other three marks.

Step 7
Place the supplied strike plate
into the hole you have just
drilled and gently hammer into
place taking care that you do
not split the door material.

Step 4

Put the first screw in to the
backplate and partly screw
into the door. Take care and
time with the From The Anvil
screws as they are all handmade. Repeat the process for
all screws partially fixing them
to check that your product
position hasn’t slipped.
Carefully tighten all screws so
the product is firmly attached
to the door.

Step 8
Once the strike plate is firmly
in place the job is complete and
you are now able to use your
From The Anvil door knocker.
Test the product to make sure
all items are firmly affixed and
then await your first visitor!

